Figure 1. MODELS 1, 2, and 3: 7 DIMENSIONS AND 6 EXERCISES

Figure 2. MODEL 4: 7 DIMENSIONS AND 3 EXERCISES
Legend: PRODEX1—production exercise #1, PRODEX2—production exercise #2, GROUPEX—group discussion exercise #1, GROUPEX2—group discussion exercise #2, PRSOL1—problem solving exercise #1, PRSOL2—problem solving exercise #2

Figure 3: MODELS 5 AND 6: 1 DIMENSION AND 6 EXERCISES
Legend: PRODEX1-production exercise #1, PRODEX2-production exercise #2, GROUPEX-group discussion exercise #1, GROUPEX2-group discussion exercise #2, PRSOL1-problem solving exercise #1, PRSOL2-problem solving exercise #2

**Figure 4. MODEL 7: 1 DIMENSION AND 3 EXERCISES**
Figure 5: MODEL 8: 7 DIMENSIONS
Legend: PRODEX1—production exercise #1, PRODEX2—production exercise #2, GROUPEX—group discussion exercise #1, GROUPEX2—group discussion exercise #2, PRSOL1—problem solving exercise #1, PRSOL2—problem solving exercise #2

Figure 6: MODELS 9 AND 10: 6 EXERCISES